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Working notes: 8 – pda’s in the maintenance module 

As this document goes to print the pda link is currently under trial and 

instructions may therefore vary when full release is made 

When the pda link is purchased as an add on to the job costing module, the 

following  features activate: 

System tab/system defaults/mobile link  

Database tab/Workers/TAAP Link (update worker) 

Database tab/visit notes 

Behind the scenes, when the appointment  is made using the appointment grid (either 

in callout wizard or from the resources tab in the job itself) the software checks 

to see if the operatives mobile telephone number is registered and sends the job 

details to the web. Once the operative logs into his SEC Mobile Application on his 

PDA the list of Jobs will be updated. 

Once the Job has been accepted, the job sheet can be filled in from the PDA and 

customers signature recorded. 

Clicking on the Job Complete button sends the Job sheet back to the Cypher1 

program in the office. 

The Job will be found in the Visit Notes area until actioned. 
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system tab/system defaults/mobile link 

To activate the SEC Mobile link with TAAP, open the screen as directed above and 

enter the details you receive from SEC in the relevant fields: 

TAAP Client ID. 

TAAP User Name. 

TAAP Password. 

 

 

We recommend that TAAP Auto Sync is checked so the Job sheet is automatically 

uploaded as soon as the Job is saved. 

TAAP Visit Note Refresh is normally set to 10 mins so that the Visit Notes screen in 

the Cypher1 program is automatically refreshed if left open.  
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Database tab/Workers/TAAP Link (update worker) 

You will need to register each workers PDA device with TAAP. 

To do this open the Database tab/Workers/TAAP Link tab and ensure a mobile 

number is included against all the workers who have PDA’s. 

Simply select the worker and click edit to access the data area 

Enter mobile phone number and choose a memorable password. 

Click on save then update workers from the TAAP Link menu option (bottom left) 
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Database tab/visit notes 

Once a  job has been actioned it will appear in the Visit Notes as shown; 

 

To action the Job, select it from the list by highlighting it  and clicking finish 

costing.  

This action will move the resources to the items tab in the costing, copy and save 

the signature if present and mark the Job as complete. 

To edit any data before actioning, double click on it and the  visit notes screen will 

open allowing for any alterations to be made; 

 


